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1 Synonyms
query log analysis, user interaction, search engine, task-based search, query sessions, search missions, query suggestion, query auto-completion, query spelling correction, query expansion, query segmentation, learning to rank, caching, partitioned
index, sharding

2 Glossary
web log File containing the time-stamped interactions of users with a search engine (i.e., queries and clicks).
query Keywords submitted to a search engine.
click Selecting a search result for further inspection.
index A data structure to serve fast lookups. For web search typically implemented as an inverted index that matches keywords to documents that contain
the keyword.
posting list One line of an inverted index (i.e., for a given keyword, the documents
that contain it).
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3 Definition
Web log analysis is the task of mining interesting patterns from the user interactions logged by a web search engine. Such log files usually contain time-stamped
submitted queries and clicks on results. At search engine site, analyzing these interactions gives insights into user behavior and also helps to improve effectiveness and
efficiency of the service.

4 Introduction
Web search engines nowadays handle billions of queries per day. Logged queries
and subsequent user interactions at this scale is an invaluable source of information.
It allows for analyzing the “average” characteristics of usage like query length or
click behavior. Even more important, query log analysis helps the search engine
to improve its effectiveness (e.g., query suggestions or spelling corrections mined
from a log) as well as its efficiency (e.g., result caching for frequent queries). Thus,
log analysis and mining interesting patterns is heavily applied at search engine site.
We review the main directions and also briefly introduce or reference the underlying
algorithmic concepts. For a more thorough overview, we refer to the monograph by
Silvestri, which covers many of the presented topics in greater detail and with more
references (Silvestri, 2010).

5 Key Points
Query log analysis has three main goals. First, it is used to gain insights into the
characteristics of submitted queries and subsequent interactions such as query reformulation patterns. Second, it allows to improve search effectiveness such as query
suggestion or learning to rank; and third, system efficiency can be influenced by
deriving caching strategies or by index sharding.
Typically, web queries are rather short (2–3 keywords) and follow a long tail distribution, i.e., few queries are very frequent, many queries submitted only once. The
clicking behavior naturally prefers the first results, and only very few users view
more than 10 results at all. From similar queries in the log, search engines can identify potential expansion terms for query suggestions and even spelling correction
hints. The clicked links show which results are preferred over others by the users,
rising the field of learning to rank. With respect to efficiency, results of frequently
submitted queries can be cached to faster serve the user and improve the overall
search experience.
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6 Historical Background
The first available web query logs were published in the late 1990’s. In 1997, the
once famous search engine Excite made available a sample from its query log. Later
followed AltaVista and TodoBR. However, in 2006 a scandal surrounded the public
release of a three-month query log by AOL (Pass et al, 2006): From the released
queries it was possible to identify specific users, which started a lasting debate
on privacy concerns related to query logs. As a consequence, none of the larger
commercial search engines has publicly released larger portions of non-anonymized
queries since then. Typically, publicly available logs now only contain queries and
clicks anonymized as IDs without query strings or result URLs. One example is the
Yandex log used for the challenge at the WSDM 2012 workshop on Web Search
Click Data (http://imat-relpred.yandex.ru/en/, last accessed: August 29,
2012). Nevertheless, even without recent publicly available non-anonymized query
logs, analyzing user querying and click behavior is of utmost importance for search
engines and has a high impact on running the services.

7 Characteristics of Search Engine Interaction
We briefly review important findings on querying and click behavior as well as
longer user interaction sessions involving more than just one query.

7.1 Queries
The typical web search query is rather short (average between 2–3 keywords) which
is consistent over many studies and query logs. In recent years, queries tend to get
somewhat longer, but no dramatic effect yet. Still about 40–50% of the queries contain just one or two keywords, and overall the query length distribution follows a
power law (Arampatzis and Kamps, 2008).
Markatos also observe a power law distribution for query frequency (how often is the same query submitted) (Markatos, 2001). For instance, about 16–20% of
the queries Google receives have not been submitted before (Mitchell, 2012). On
the other end, there are a bunch of very popular queries that are submitted again
and again such as celebrity names or current trends. With respect to query topics,
several studies show that queries for entertainment, shopping, or porn are the most
frequent with 10–15% each (Beitzel et al, 2007). The goal of a query is typically
divided into three categories: about 20% are navigational (reaching a specific page),
about 50% are informational (finding information on a topic), and about 30% are
transactional (perform a transaction like buying something) (Broder, 2002). When
analyzed by submission time, it turns out that most queries are submitted in the late
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afternoon or evening. For instance, compared to the queries submitted around 9am,
the time slot around 5pm achieves twice as many queries (Pass et al, 2006).

7.2 Clicks
Besides the queries itself, also clicks on results are part of users’ interactions with
a search engine. Not that surprisingly, the top positions in the ranking attract much
more clicks than the ones further below. Almost for half of the queries the first result
is clicked, while only about 15% click on the second rank (Joachims et al, 2007).
Only very few queries receive a click on a result below the top 10 ranks (i.e., users
rarely go to the second page of results), but when users view the second page the
probability to also view the third page is quite high.
By using the clicked documents of queries, Baeza-Yates and Tiberi form a social network of queries. Thereby, two queries are connected if they lead to similar
clicks (Baeza-Yates and Tiberi, 2007). Such networks can for instance be interesting to identify synonyms among the keywords in queries that often lead to clicks
on the same documents. A similar idea is to build a query folksonomy from the
click-through graph (Benz et al, 2010; Francisco et al, 2012).

7.3 Sessions and Task-Based Search
Many queries are answered so well by web search engines, that one of the top results already satisfies the user’s underlying information need. There are however
also a non-negligible number of cases where the first query does not yield appropriate results. The user then typically reformulates the query and submits a new one.
Such an interaction pattern forms a query session—queries submitted for the same
information need. Identifying such sessions is important for search engines. By using the session knowledge they could offer help to a user stuck with her information
need, or the engine could simply try to improve results for the last query in a session
using the previous ones (which is the task in the TREC Session Track). As for session detection, the first proposed methods were simply time-based (i.e., whenever
the time passed between two interactions exceeds a given threshold, a new session
is started) but more modern methods also take different features of query similarity
into account (Hagen et al, 2013). Again, like for query length or popularity, it turns
out that most sessions are rather short (about 40% contain just one query) with an
average session length between 2–3 queries.
Identifying which queries often appear together in sessions and linking them by
edges yields the query-flow graph (Boldi et al, 2008) that contains paths for typical
querying chains that users follow. Recent studies analyze task-based search based on
the click trails and query interactions of for instance writers (Vakkari and Huusko-
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nen, 2012; Potthast et al, 2013; Hagen et al, 2016), entity-oriented searches (Verma
and Yilmaz, 2014), and for many other tasks.

7.4 User Modeling
Based on detected query sessions for search tasks or also based on just aggregated clicks of whole user populations, different studies model user behavior typically through click models (Chuklin et al, 2015). Such models are used to better understand typical user behavior but also to simulate users with different click
and/or querying strategies (Baskaya et al, 2012) or to inform new effectiveness measures (Smucker and Clarke, 2012).

8 Effectiveness
Knowing what queries were submitted in the past offers a great opportunity to improve a search engine’s effectiveness. Hereby, we mean improving a user’s search
experience by providing better tailored results. For instance, very similar queries
might be a source for spelling correction and the users’ clicks can improve the ranking function in a learning to rank manner.

8.1 Query Spelling Correction
Having a typo in a query might result in an empty result page. As such would probably distract a user, search engines apply spelling correction to queries whenever it
seems appropriate. However, note that due to the restricted length of queries, there
is often not that much context to base a correction on. Instead, using previously submitted queries is the key. But the straightforward idea of simply building a dictionary
from the keywords in the most frequent queries in a log and applying the traditional
dictionary based spelling correction (replace unknown words with their closest word
in the dictionary) does not really work. The main problem is that for some prominent queries even misspellings are much more frequent than correct spellings for
less frequent queries. Thus, the dictionary would often not include correct versions
of rare queries.
A better way of exploiting query logs is to also include the context words in the
dictionary. Such methods work on query level corrections that try to reformulate a
potentially misspelled query in several steps into a correct one by always choosing
the most likely correction (Cucerzan and Brill, 2004). To find such correction paths,
Cucerzan and Brill apply a Viterbi search over the potential corrections using two
dictionaries. One contains trusted words as in traditional spelling correction, the
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other is built from the query log including frequency information to determine the
likelihood of a correction. Note that their algorithm allows a word to be split up into
two, but at every step of the correction path only one word is corrected (and not two
or more simultaneously). More recent approaches even work in an online manner
correcting a query while the searcher is typing (Duan and Hsu, 2011).

8.2 Query Autocompletion
To prevent misspelled queries right from the start, search engines can suggest typical completions of a query while a searcher types. This feature is known as autocompletion. It is not only useful to reduce misspellings but also for suggesting a
typical query related to the string the user already typed. Approaches for autocompletion range from identifying similar queries from the user’s previous queries in the
query log (Bar-Yossef and Kraus, 2011) (using cosine similarity between queries)
to completing the last keyword in a query with what is most likely from other users’
queries (Bast and Weber, 2006). An interesting question then is that of how many
potential completions to present to the user. Current search engines use different
schemes and show from four up to eight possibilities.

8.3 Query Suggestion
Slightly different than autocompletion that is done at the time of typing a query,
query suggestions are usually shown on the results page. The idea is to show queries
related to the one the user submitted and thus to provide recommendations of what
else could be explored. A naı̈ve way would be to simply show queries from the log
that share at least one term with the current query. As this obviously is a very broad
notion of query relatedness, it can often lead to unsolicited suggestions. A better and
more sophisticated idea is to use previous sessions of other users. The suggestions
then are queries that were submitted following a specific query in similar sessions
and that resulted in a click (Baraglia et al, 2009). Assume for instance, that a query
q in the query log is often followed by a query q0 , and that users often clicked results
for q0 . This then forms a strong evidence that whenever another user submitted q,
presenting q0 as a query suggestion is a good idea. Another approach combines this
general knowledge of queries and click-through from a query log with the user’s
context in form of her previous queries (Cao et al, 2008).
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8.4 Query Expansion
As web queries mostly are rather short with an average length between 2–3 keywords, it might often be beneficial to add a few more terms to make the query more
specific and thus to retrieve more precise results. Another problem is the potential mismatch of a query’s keywords with the vocabulary in the searched collection.
Both issues are tackled by the task of query expansion, which seeks to automatically
add promising keywords to an original query before the actual retrieval. When first
developed, query expansion was not based on query logs, but the availability of large
logs now adds another potential boost to be exploited. Cui et al build a graph G from
the click-through information that reflects what documents were clicked for which
query (Cui et al, 2002). The nodes of G are keywords, and for each keyword w in
a document clicked for a query q and for each keyword w0 in q, the graph contains
an edge weighted by the probability of the click-through from queries containing
w0 to documents containing w. These keyword correlations in G are used to identify
potential expansions among the keywords with high correlations to the keywords in
a given query. Note that this is a form of pseudo-relevance feedback, which assumes
that clicked documents of previous queries were relevant for these queries. A related
approach uses a reverted index, which stores for a document those queries that retrieve the document high in the ranking (Pickens et al, 2010). Potential expansion
keywords for a new query q are the keywords associated in the reverted index which
the documents q retrieves. One way of building the reverted index is to use a past
query log.
Note however, that query expansion is rarely used at web scale due to performance issues of the expansion methods and also because query suggestion provides
a very powerful and less “invasive” alternative.

8.5 Query Segmentation
For longer web queries it is often beneficial to know which keywords form compound concepts or phrases that should be retrieved as such. Most search engines
allow to specify which parts of a query are indivisible by enclosing them in double
quotes, but less than 1.12% of the submitted queries contain quotes or other operators (White and Morris, 2007). As the majority of users do not use quotes, an
automatic solution often is applied to identify concepts and phrases in queries—the
task of query segmentation.
Two recent approaches are based on query log analyses. One uses co-occurrence
frequencies of keyword groups in logged queries (Mishra et al, 2011), the other exploits click-through information (Li et al, 2011) to identify potential phrases. However, the query-log-based approaches do not perform better than other state-of-theart methods relying solely on web frequencies (Hagen et al, 2012).
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8.6 Question Queries
In the last years, several studies focused on how to deal with long queries and in
particular on analyzing how users performed with queries formulated as questions.
Since such queries are on the rise and it is hypothesized that with the increase of
voice search more and more search queries are questions, the first log analyses relate
queries submitted to search engines with respective questions posted on community
question answering platforms (Liu et al, 2012) or on categorizing the broader topics
of questions submitted to search engines (Völske et al, 2015).

8.7 Learning to Rank
The clicks of past search engine users can be seen as a relevance judgment for a web
page with respect to the query it receives clicks for. Search engines can exploit the
clicks in their query logs to fine-tune the ranking function. In particular, a modern
search engine uses many features for its ranking function. Carefully balancing the
weights of different features is usually done via machine learning techniques. To
get training data for learning the ranking function, user clicks on documents are an
invaluable resource. Joachims et al propose several different strategies of applying
click-through information to learning to rank (Joachims et al, 2007). One of the basic ideas is to assume that clicked documents are more relevant than non-clicked
documents ranked above them. Assume for instance that a user clicked on the first
and third entry of a search result page. Then the third result can be seen as more
relevant to the query than the second one. More sophisticated ideas also consider
clicks for follow-up queries and assume that they represent more relevant results
than non-clicked (or even clicked) documents for previous queries. Other interpretations suggest to consider only clicks for the top results as relevance indication.
The common theme of all click-relevance assumptions is that the extracted information should be used to train a model that optimizes the ranking. But note that
it is always important to take into account the click bias of users (top results are
clicked more often). Otherwise, top results receiving clicks potentially only benefit
from their ranking position. Some ideas of evaluating different learnt rankings by
interleaving are also based on click analyses (Hofmann et al, 2012).

9 Efficiency
Besides search engine effectiveness that focuses on retrieval performance, efficiency
considerations deal with the practical arrangements that influence runtime performance. As search engines typically run in a distributed environment, questions for
index sharding (how to partition the document set) or caching (what results to keep
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in faster memory) naturally arise. We point to ideas of how query log information
can be used in this respect.

9.1 Caching
Caching is a means to exploit the opportunities offered by typical memory hierarchies with several storage tiers (fast RAM, slower disks, etc.). The question always
is: What portion of data to have on what tier in the hierarchy? As for query processing, a possible idea is to keep results of frequent queries in faster memory and thus
serve a large portion of users without involving slower levels of the system. Instead
of accessing the search engine’s index that typically resides in slower memory due
to its size, such cache hits (query results in the cache) can be directly served from
the fast tier.
Important for caching is the fact that memory on faster levels is typically much
smaller than that on slower levels. Hence, strategies are required that decide what
to remove from a cache, once it is full. Basic ideas range from the standard least
frequently used (LRU, removing the cache entry that was not accessed the longest)
to combinations of caches were one keeps accessed items in an LRU manner, and
another protected segment is reserved for entries that have resulted in a cache hit
before (SLRU). As for caching results of a query (e.g., the top 10 results) it has
been shown that SLRU is slightly better than LRU especially for smaller cache
sizes (Markatos, 2001). However, neither LRU nor SLRU exploit query log information. That such log information can yield superior performance is for instance
demonstrated by static dynamic caching (SDC) (Fagni et al, 2006). SDC mixes a
static cache of frequent queries found via query log analyses and a dynamic cache
for recent queries. Furthermore, SDC supports prefetching (i.e., storing not just the
top 10 results but also often requested further results). Using the LRU strategy for
the dynamic cache part, SDC outperforms other approaches with respect to hit-ratio
while also achieving very good runtime performance. Note that from time to time
it might be necessary to re-populate the static portion using more recent log data as
otherwise the underlying frequencies get dated.
Besides caching complete results for queries, another idea is to cache raw posting
lists for keywords. The posting lists are typically used for computing query results
(e.g., by merging the lists of different keywords). One problem is that then the cache
entries can have very different sizes while for result caching a good policy might be
to have batches of 10 results (the top 10, rank 11 to 20, etc.) as typically search
engines only show 10 results at once. Posting lists however can get really big for
popular terms. Obviously, there is a trade-off for storing long lists of very popular terms or storing shorter lists of less popular ones. Baeza-Yates and Saint-Jean
propose a corresponding strategy that assigns weights to posting lists according to
the ratio of the keyword’s frequency in the query log over the size of the posting
list (Baeza-Yates and Saint-Jean, 2003). A static version of this method has the ad-
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vantage of cache population in a preprocessing step such that there are no additional
cache management costs at runtime.

9.2 Index Sharding
The index of a search engine itself plays a crucial role at runtime. Whenever there
is no cache hit for query results or a posting list, the index has to be accessed.
But typically the size of the indexed collection precludes a search engine to have
the complete index on one machine. Instead, modern search engines are distributed
over many machines. This means that also the index has to be partitioned which
is typically done by randomly assigning documents to be served by a specific machine. However, log information can help to partition in a better way. Assume for
instance that it is known which queries retrieve which documents. A document could
then be represented by a vector containing the queries that are related to the document (Puppin and Silvestri, 2006) (also note the similarity to the above mentioned
reverted index). The proposed query vector based method co-clusters the documents
and queries from a log into clusters of documents retrieved for similar queries and
clusters of queries retrieving similar documents. The document clusters form the
partitioning of the collection while the query clusters can then be used to identify
clusters that need to be accessed for answering a given query. An interesting side
effect is that the clustering can also identify the documents that are not among the
results for any query and thus form a separate cluster. This is in line with the idea
of retrievability of documents (Azzopardi and Vinay, 2008). However, the main
drawback of the outlined partitioning idea is the cost of clustering in case of large
collections and that servers in the system that serve very prominent queries receive
a very high load while others might even be idle.

10 Key Applications
As presented in this short survey, the main applications of query log analysis are to
understand typical user behavior (query length, sessions), to improve search effectiveness (spelling, suggestions), and to improve search efficiency (caching, sharding).

11 Future Directions
Although research in the domain of query log analysis has yielded very powerful
techniques to improve search experience for many users, there are still many interesting problems to work on. Consider for instance research on query sessions. It is
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still open what forms a good support for users during sessions. Although the participants in the recent TREC Session Tracks could improve performance for some
sessions, other sessions suffered from decreased result quality. And even more interesting, log analyses have shown that many users combine several sessions into
longer search missions that run for quite some time (Jones and Klinkner, 2008; Hagen et al, 2013) (e.g., think of planning a vacation which may consist of looking for a
flight, a hotel, things to do, etc.). Identifying such missions and offering appropriate
support to the user seems a promising future direction.
Another interesting aspect could be to evaluate the size of a query log needed
for specific tasks. While the big commercial search engines can easily collect huge
query logs, smaller competitors, site search engines, or even academic researchers
do not have access to such large scale logs. In fact, the non-availability of public
large scale logs is one of the big problems for academic research in the query log
analysis field (although the underlying privacy reasons are understandable). It could
therefore be very interesting to examine what can be done with smaller logs in a
bootstrapping manner for problems like learning to rank from clicks, query suggestions, or session support.
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